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Introduction
Spikes and sharp waves (interictal epileptiform discharges) are important findings in the human EEG. Their presence strongly supports a diagnosis of epilepsy or an elevated risk of seizures, and their morphologic characteristics and spatial distribution assist in localizing potential foci of seizure origin or in establishing a syndromic diagnosis (Hughes, 1989; Pedley, 1980) . Despite their importance, spikes and sharp waves are vaguely defined and their identification requires the pattern recognition capabilities of a skilled EEG reader. A spike is defined as a pointed transient, clearly distinguishable from EEG background, usually having negative polarity relative to other scalp areas, with a duration of 20-70 milliseconds. A sharp wave is defined similarly, but with a longer duration of 70-200 milliseconds (Noachtar et al., 1999) . Because of differences in individual spike features, EEG background patterns, and reader training and experience, great variability often exists in what individual readers mark as spikes or sharp waves in the same EEG recording (Webber et al., 1993; Wilson et al., 1996) .
Huge amounts of EEG data are evaluated by technologists and electroencephalographers to determine whether epileptiform spikes and sharp waves are present, and if present to establish their spatial distribution, quantity, and sleep-wake state relationships. In some cases, additional spike assessments such as topographic mapping or source localization are also performed, which require marking and categorization of spike types. Because many of the EEGs undergoing such review range from hours to days in duration, identifying spikes requires a high level of undistracted reader concentration for prolonged periods. Review is generally performed at relatively high rates, but even at 24 times real-time speed, review of one day of EEG requires an hour of intense effort. Reader fatigue and distraction are common, and likely affect performance. Commercially available spike detection programs are considered to be a useful adjunct by many neurophysiologists, but the general impression in the community of EEG readers is that the available automated detectors do not perform at nearly the level of a skilled human (Halford, 2009) . Thus, there continues to be need for improvement in automated spike detection algorithms.
A small number of studies have assessed relative performance among multiple readers marking spikes in test data sets. These studies documented generally low levels of inter-reader agreement. Halford (Halford, 2009 ) and Wilson and Emerson (Wilson and Emerson, 2002) provide excellent reviews of many spike assessment studies performed over the last 30 years. Regarding multi-reader studies, Guedes de Oliveira and colleagues (Guedes de Oliveira et al., 1983 ) noted poor agreement among eight readers marking ten 50-second recordings for spikes. Hostetler and colleagues (Hostetler et al., 1992) , reporting on five readers' comprehensive marking of six 20-minute EEGs chosen to contain a large number of interictal spikes and varying spike morphology, found that some readers marked almost three times the number of events marked by others. Webber and colleagues (Webber et al., 1993) , assessing eight readers on 12 recordings of 3-5 minutes duration, found an average of 52% agreement in marked spikes between reader pairs. They also documented that an individual reader's sensitivity for marking a particular spike increased as a function of the number of other readers independently marking the same spike. In spikes marked by seven readers, an eighth reader was about 90% likely to mark the same event. Thus, certain events were somehow more demonstrative and likely to be identified as spikes by multiple readers. Wilson and colleagues (Wilson et al., 1996) evaluated the relative marking performance of five readers assessing 50 generally spike-dense recordings of 0.25-12 minutes duration. They found an average of 70% spike sensitivity in pairwise comparisons of the readers; 816 of 1952 spikes were marked by only one of five readers. Halford and colleagues (Halford et al., 2013) reported that inter-reader agreement was only moderate (Fleiss kappa=0.43) for a decision of epileptiform or not among 11 clinical neurophysiologists rating a set of 2,571 selected paroxysmal transients from 100 EEG recordings.
All of the above referenced multi-reader studies utilized highly selected brief records that were expert-chosen for study inclusion primarily because they contained frequent spikes. Many or most of these test recordings likely contained spike examples considered to be fairly typical or demonstrative by the expert who originally screened the record for inclusion. This pre-selection process, and the brief duration of the recordings, favored higher levels of inter-reader agreement by both limiting the amount of data being evaluated and by presenting data containing demonstrative spikes. Black and colleagues (Black et al., 2000) reported a study in which a large series of unselected recordings was assessed by multiple readers for the presence of epileptiform abnormalities in the entire record. Inter-reader agreement concerning the presence or absence of epileptiform activity was assessed in 521 consecutive 20 minute EEGs. For the 106 cases in which three experienced electroencephalographers read the entire EEG, the trio agreed on the presence of epileptiform abnormalities in only 39% of the recordings in which at least one reader reported spikes. For the 415 cases in which two readers assessed the same EEGs, there was 55% agreement on the presence of epileptiform abnormalities. This substantial lack of agreement on the global determination of whether a definite epileptiform abnormality is present in an unselected recording suggests that the risk of a substantial selection bias is likely quite high when specific epochs of EEG are expert-chosen for use in a spike-marking study.
The current study was designed to assess the performance of a new generation of automated spike detection algorithm relative to a set of skilled human readers and to assess the performance of the human readers relative to one another. The study design aimed to decrease the systemic selection biases and methodological issues that have limited the applicability of prior spike detection study results to clinical practice. In particular, the data in the new study underwent a much lower degree of pre-selection, the data are more representative of those commonly encountered in epilepsy monitoring units, the volume of data assessed was far greater than in most previous reports, and several skilled readers carefully marked all of the data. Also, the algorithm-to-human comparison methodology better accounts for the high level of human reader variability in marking spikes and does not require the assumptions and data reduction involved in consensus marking approaches.
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Methods
Data set assembly
EEG data were retrospectively collected using archived recordings and EEG reports from the adult Epilepsy Monitoring Unit (EMU) at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. Data assembly, deidentification, and analyses were approved by the local Institutional Review Board. First, using EEG reports from the EMU beginning from date January 2, 2012, 100 consecutive EEG recordings containing recorded electrographic seizures from 100 different individuals were identified. EEG recordings included standard 10-20 system electrode recording sites plus sub-temporal electrodes (F9/10, T9/10, P9/10), 256 samples per second, with bandpass 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz. The EEG data were retrieved and a de-identified copy of the recording was produced using Persyst 12 software (Persyst Development Corporation, San Diego, CA). All comments were stripped from the EEG files. The associated final EEG reports were also de-identified and linked to the de-identified EEG recordings using a random identifier. The de-identified reports were analyzed for information including subject age, gender, EEG recording duration, reported presence of electrographic seizures and spikes, number of seizures reported, and reported spike frequency.
From that initial set of 100 EEGs, almost all of which were approximately 24 hours in duration, a subset of recordings reported to contain spikes occurring at a rate of greater than one per hour was generated. Records with spike rates below one per hour were excluded in an effort to produce a data set with a sufficient number of spikes for good assessment of spike marking agreement between pairs of readers. 35 records were randomly chosen from this spike-containing subset for detailed spike marking. In addition, another subset of recordings reported to be spike-free was generated from the 100 initial recordings, and five records from this subset were randomly chosen to act as spike-free or low spike rate foils to be intermixed with the spike-containing records. The entire data set presented to readers for spike marking thus consisted of 40 records, 35 of which were reported to contain spikes and five reported to be spike-free.
Spike marking by skilled readers
Three senior EEG technologists, each R.EEG T. certified by ABRET Neurodiagnostic Credentialing and Accreditation, each with over 25 years' experience in a major academic teaching hospital's epilepsy monitoring units, EEG laboratories, or both, and each routinely responsible for the task of reading and marking long-term EEG recordings for epileptiform spike and sharp wave abnormalities, were chosen to mark the test EEG data set for spikes and sharp waves. This group was chosen because their usual professional work included marking tasks very similar to those required by the marking study, because they were trusted by multiple senior electroencephalographers over many years as good EEG readers for the purpose of spike marking, and because it was deemed more likely that they would provide sufficient time and effort to the demanding marking project than would busy physicians. The readers were paid on an hourly basis for their marking efforts, which occurred completely independently of one another and of other study participants.
Readers were instructed to begin assessing each EEG at its beginning and carefully mark every epileptiform spike or sharp wave encountered, per the standard definition and their clinical experience, up to 100 spike marks, at which point they were to place a comment to indicate the last point at which they had assessed the EEG in detail. Spike bursts, defined as consecutive spikes occurring in a train with less than 200 milliseconds between spikes, were marked with comments for their duration. They were instructed not to mark sharp transients of an uncertain nature that they felt were not unequivocal epileptiform abnormalities, and benign or normal physiological sharp transients (e.g., wicket patterns, benign epileptiform transients of sleep, vertex sharp waves of sleep). Readers were free to use any montage, combination of montages, or filter settings for review, and could re-review segments of EEG or the entire record as needed. No time limits were placed on their assessments. EEG segments that a reader felt contained too much artifact for any meaningful marking were marked for the duration of the unassessable segment. Electrographic seizures were marked with comments spanning the seizure, and any spike-like discharges occurring during a seizure were not marked. If a reader determined that an entire record was spike-free, a comment regarding such was entered into that record to indicate that the recording had been reviewed in its entirety. Review was performed using Persyst 12 software utilizing EEG review capabilities only. Custom software marking tools were provided to facilitate consistent data entry.
Spike marking results assembly and summary statistics
Summary statistics were tabulated including subject age statistics, gender distribution, total marked duration of the recordings, mean marked duration and duration range, median and range of spike frequency per record by reader, and approximate reader time spent marking the records. For the purpose of marking and reporting, all epileptiform spikes and sharp waves were combined under the term "spikes."
The marked duration of a record, utilized for reader comparisons and statistical assessments, was defined as the minimum marked extent of the record over all three readers. Spikes marked by different readers that occurred within 200 milliseconds of one another were considered to be the same event.
Following the combination of proximal spikes, the total number of individual spikes and the number marked by one, two, and three readers was calculated.
Automated spike detection algorithms evaluated
The Persyst spike detector (Persyst Development Corporation, San Diego) has gone through multiple iterations since 1987. We compared the three most recent iterations (2004, 2012 and 2016) to the human readers. These iterations correspond to commercial software versions Persyst 11 Reveal (P11) (Wilson et al., 1999) , Persyst 12 (P12), and P13, respectively. Compared to the previous iteration, each iteration included improvements in training and testing sets and computational methodology, especially artifact detection and neural network technology.
The following is an overview of the algorithm used by the P13 spike detector. International 10-20 system EEG recording electrodes are used in a referential montage (common average reference utilizing 12 recording sites: F3/4, C3/4, T3/4, T5/6, P3/4, O1/2). Additionally, for the benefit of generalized event detection, parallel computations are performed on three other referential montages utilizing (Fp1+Fp2), (T3+T4) and (O1+O2) as references. Delta and alpha power activity of the first 3 minutes of the record are used to set the reading sensitivity (e.g. 11.2 µV/mm) so that visual coordinates can be used to describe the spike in a manner consistent with visual review by human experts. Each digitized EEG channel is described by a stream of curvature extrema and inflection points. These are used to identify the usual alternating half-wave segments of rhythmic activity. The spike morphology is represented by a six-halfwave model. The middle two half-waves describe the traditional negative/positive deflection of the spike. The last two half-waves describe the slow-wave, if it exists, and the first two half waves describe the activity immediately preceding the spike. Additionally, these half-waves are used to distinguish spikes from rhythmic activity. Each half-wave is described by its amplitude, duration and curvature. Additionally, the vertex between each pair of half-waves is described by its angle and tilt from vertical. Local context is described by the surrounding 1 s of curvature and half-wave activity. Proximal, correlated spikes from different channels are combined to represent the electric field of the event. Previously detected events with similar morphology and field are identified and may alter the detection of the event. Non-cerebral activity is identified and removed when possible; this includes electrode artifact, muscle artifact (EMG activity), chewing artifact, and vertical and lateral eye movement potentials.
Approximately twenty feedforward neural network rules (NN-rule) are used to describe the morphology, field and context of each event. Each NN-rule is composed of an ensemble of up to 40 individual NNs. A given NN has one to three hidden layers depending on the complexity of the concept being represented. Each NN-rule is designed to encapsulate an expert-derived concept, e.g. "if the amplitude and sharpness of the event exceeds that of the background activity, then the likelihood that the event is a spike is increased." The NNs are hierarchically nested to propagate uncertainty and so that poor candidates can be pruned before computationally expensive operations are performed. Three hard-coded thresholds are applied in the hierarchy in order to speed processing by removing events that are clearly not spikes. Un-pruned events are assigned a perception value, visible to the user, that varies between zero and one. Uncertain events are assigned a perception value near 0.5.
Assessment of reader and detector algorithm sensitivity and false positive rates
For each record, we computed the pairwise sensitivity (i.e. Sensitivity AB is the sensitivity of Reader A with respect to Reader B) and false positive rate. Thus, Reader 1 is compared to Reader 2 and separately Reader 1 is compared to Reader 3. The average (over all records) sensitivity and false positive rate of each reader was calculated. Detections from two readers (human or algorithm) were considered a match if they occurred within 200 milliseconds; non-matching detections were identified as false positives. These pairwise comparisons were computed because there is no gold standard available to establish which reader is "correct" in marking a particular instant as a spike. Each reader is alternately used, in pairwise comparisons, as the standard reference against which the other readers are tested (see Figure 1) . Similarly, we computed the pairwise sensitivity and false positive rates for the three algorithms. However, these comparisons are only computed against the human readers. That is, P11 was compared to Readers 1, 2 and 3. For this analysis, all algorithms were compared at their most sensitive setting. For P11 this was a perception threshold setting of 0.0. For P12 and P13 this was a perception threshold setting of 0.1.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the three algorithms were generated by averaging the pairwise comparisons with the three human experts, over all records, and incrementing the algorithm's perception threshold from the algorithm's minimum value to 1.0 in increments of 0.1.
Statistica (version 12, Dell Software) was used for statistical analyses. DataGraph (version 4.1, Visual Data Tools, Inc.) was used to create graphs.
Assessment of algorithm performance relative to human reader performance
To evaluate P13's performance in comparison to human results, P13's false positive rate versus sensitivity was plotted according to reference reader, incrementing the algorithm's perception threshold from its minimum (most sensitive) value to 1.0 in increments of 0.1, along with the human reader comparisons, also according to reference reader (six pairwise comparisons, e.g., Reader 1 tested against Reader 2 as reference, and Reader 1 tested against Reader 3 as reference).
As a rigorous test of possible noninferiority of either P11, P12, or P13 to the human readers, we employed an accelerated bootstrap (BCa, N=3000) analysis (utilizing software package R v3.0.1 with "boot" library) of the pairwise differences (by record) of sensitivity and false positive rate. Here we use the term noninferiority to denote absence of a relevant difference in spike detection sensitivity and false positive rate between the skilled human readers and a spike detection algorithm (see Wellek for discussion of noninferiority (Wellek, 2010) ). This paradigm functions as a statistical Turing test (Turing, 1950) to evaluate whether a particular algorithm performs in a manner indistinguishable from skilled human readers. If P11, P12 or P13 at any threshold is found to have a noninferior sensitivity AND a noninferior false positive rate for one or more pairwise human comparisons, then that algorithm would be considered noninferior to this study's set of human readers. We determined δ sens , the acceptable decrease in sensitivity for the pairwise difference between human and algorithm, and δ FP , the acceptable increase in false positive rate, by comparing human readers and finding the 95% confidence bounds that allow all three human readers to be considered noninferior to all three human readers. The mean (estimated valuebias, per the bootstrap analysis) and standard error for each pairwise analysis were computed. The P12 and P13 computations were performed at a perception threshold setting of 0.1; P11 computations were performed at a perception threshold setting of 0.0. From the three human vs. human results of the BCa analysis we computed the lower bound of the sensitivity confidence interval as -|delta+2*stderr|, utilizing the positive difference pairing result, because Readers X and Y can be swapped to produce positive or negative deltas. The upper bound of the FP rate confidence interval was computed as |delta+2*stderr|, again using the positive result difference pairing. For each algorithm, the lower sensitivity and upper FP confidence interval bounds were computed as delta-2*stderr and delta+2*stderr respectively. These results were tabulated and plotted. To accept the hypothesis that an algorithm is noninferior to a human reader, the lowest lower sensitivity difference bound for the human pairings must be less than the lowest of the algorithm versus human bounds, and the highest upper sensitivity difference false positive rate bound for the human pairings must be greater than the highest of the algorithm versus human bounds.
Finally, to assess the P13 algorithm's performance in detecting spike sub-populations in which more than one human marked events as a spike, consensus markings of the human readers were created. Spikes marked by one reader were assigned a perception value of 0.33. Those marked by two readers were assigned a perception value of 0.67, and those marked by all three readers a value of 1.0. Three ROC curves for P13 corresponding to spikes marked by at least one, two, or three readers were plotted. In these plots, all algorithm detections not coinciding with marked events meeting the consensus threshold (e.g., spikes marked by all three readers) were considered to be false positives, even if they corresponded to spike events marked by a smaller number of readers.
Results:
Spike data set summary statistics
40 continuous EEG recordings were marked by the three readers. The mean length of the original EEG recordings was 23.2 hours (range 6.4-24.2 hrs.). Reader 1 marked a total of 296 hours of EEG, Reader 2 marked 363 hours, and Reader 3 marked 314 hours. 253 hours of EEG were marked by all three readers, which constituted the data subsequently evaluated in the study. The average record duration to the minimum end mark was 6.3 hours (range 131 seconds to 23.9 hours). The median marked spike frequency for Reader 1 was 0.26/min (range: 0-47/min), for Reader 2 was 0.22/min (range: 0-22/min), and for Reader 3 was 0.26/min (range: 0-18/min).
Readers 1, 2, and 3 marked 3229, 2340, and 2456 spikes respectively. Combining proximal spikes resulted in 5,474 individual spikes, of which 3,647 (66.6%) were marked by a single reader, 1,103 (20.1%) were marked by two readers, and 724 (13.2%) were marked by all three readers. The readers noted that they encountered a wide range of focal and generalized epileptiform abnormalities during marking, but no attempt was made during this study to further describe the qualities of the spikes encountered.
Readers spent an average of approximately 90 hours each marking the recordings. Table 1 shows the average sensitivity and false positive rates for the readers and computer detection algorithms.
Reader and detector algorithm sensitivity and false positive rates
ROC curves for the three algorithms (pairwise comparison with readers) are plotted in Figure 2 . Of the three algorithms, only P13 has a sensitivity in the range of the human experts. The P12 algorithm has somewhat higher sensitivity than the P11 algorithm at equivalent false positive rates. The P13 algorithm can be compared to the P12 and P11 algorithms at its second least sensitive perception setting of 0.9; at that setting, where it has a false positive rate approximately equivalent to P11 and P12, its sensitivity is substantially greater. Figure 3 shows a plot of P13 false positive rate versus sensitivity at its various perception threshold settings (circles), arranged by Reference reader and showing all six human reader pairings (squares) for comparison. Many of the P13 detector's points fall close to a least squares regression line fit to the human readers' data (note that the regression line is biased towards human readers since each human reader is compared against an average in which it is included).
Exploratory plots of human and detector performance
Tests for possible noninferiority of a spike detection algorithm versus human readers
The results of the accelerated bootstrap (BCa, N=3000) analysis of the pairwise differences (by record) of sensitivity and false positive rate for the human reader pairings and algorithm-human reader pairings are plotted in Figure 4 . The analysis yielded values of δ sens = -0.180 and δ FP = 2.289. The lower bound of the sensitivity differences CI for P13 at perception threshold setting of 0.1 is greater than -0.180 for all P13 to human comparisons, and the upper bound of the P13 false positive rate differences CI is less than 2.289 for all P13 comparisons. (At threshold 0.2 for the P13 algorithm, all comparisons but one, where lower sensitivity difference CI = -0.188, also met the noninferiority conditions.) The hypothesis that P13 meets noninferiority criteria in comparison to a (tested) human reader was accepted. The P11 and P12 detection algorithm results did not meet the noninferiority conditions. Figure 5 shows the three ROC curves for P13 corresponding to spikes marked by at least one, two, or three readers, respectively. The algorithm's sensitivity for a consensus event increases as the number of humans marking the event as a spike increases. At a perception threshold setting of 0.1 (the setting found to be noninferior to humans in the above analyses), 68% of spikes marked by all three readers were detected. Figure 6 shows P13 (at perception threshold of 0.1) and human reader performance using spike test consensus sets consisting of the events marked by the three possible combinations of two readers. Visual assessment of this graph suggests that P13's sensitivity in detecting these consensus-of-two spikes is similar to that of the human readers.
P13 performance against human consensus marks
Discussion
This is the first time that automated spike detectors have been rigorously evaluated utilizing a large collection of prolonged EEG recordings carefully marked for spikes by multiple human readers. The P13 spike detection algorithm performed at a level that was statistically noninferior to the skilled human readers in this study. The performance of the older spike detection algorithms, P11 Reveal and P12, did not approach that of the human readers. The latter findings are consistent with the impression among clinical neurophysiologists that those prior generations of spike detection algorithms were inferior to skilled human readers.
This study, compared to other spike marking studies reported to date (see Halford (Halford, 2009 ) for a summary), utilized the largest set of multi-reader marked spikes, a relatively large number of patients, and the longest overall duration of carefully marked EEG. The recordings were much less highly selected than those used in almost all previous spike marking studies, primarily because they were not pre-selected for very high spike density and demonstrative spike waveforms. As such, these records are more likely to be representative of typically encountered EEGs, at least in the epilepsy monitoring unit or outpatient ambulatory settings.
The human readers in this study had only a fair level of agreement with one another, averaging about 45% sensitivity for one another's spike marks. This is not surprising, in that this collection of records was not selected for high spike density or demonstrative spikes, and so likely represented a more difficult marking challenge than the data utilized in the majority of earlier spike marking reports. Webber and colleagues (Webber et al., 1993) , and Wilson and colleagues (Wilson et al., 1996) reported average pairwise reader spike sensitivities of 52% and 70%, respectively, despite utilizing brief records containing high spike density and, presumably, largely demonstrative spike types. A 45% pairwise sensitivity when marking the less selected data of the current study seems approximately in line with available reports of multi-reader pairwise sensitivities.
Consistent with prior reports (Webber et al., 1993) , the skilled human readers in this study were shown to have higher sensitivities for spike events marked by a consensus of the other two readers. Given the limit of three readers in this study, only the agreement of one reader with a consensus of the other two could be assessed. The P13 spike detection algorithm showed a similar increase in sensitivity for consensus-marked spikes, and its level of sensitivity for these events was very similar to that of the human readers. The P13 algorithm, which could be considered a fourth reader, was assessed on spike events marked by a consensus of three readers and there attained an even higher sensitivity of about 68%. Would a fourth skilled human have performed at a similar level? We cannot answer that question with data from this study, but note that Webber and colleagues (Webber et al., 1993) , using highly selected data, found that an eighth reader was only about 90% sensitive for spike events marked by seven of seven other readers. Given that data point, and the similar algorithm versus human performance for the consensus-of-two spike marks reported here (mean of 60.3% versus 60.8% sensitivity for humans and P13 algorithm, respectively), the P13 algorithm's detection sensitivity for higher level consensus spikes seems at least consistent with what skilled humans might achieve.
Despite a design formulated to limit selection and reader biases, this study was subject to several limitations. The EEGs were all obtained from a single site, and were drawn from a cohort of documented epilepsy patients. Furthermore, to meet criteria for inclusion in study data set, at least one original clinical reader would have identified spikes at some point in most of the recordings. This selection bias favored spike identification by the test readers. The number of cases evaluated, although large compared to most previous spike-marking studies, was still probably small compared to the extensive variations found in clinical EEG recordings. A larger record set drawn randomly from multiple centers, including a greater variety of recording settings (e.g., ambulatory, routine EEG lab, Epilepsy Monitoring Unit, and ICU), would further improve data quality and foster broader applicability of future results. The EEG readers were all from the same center and had worked with one another for many years. Because of this familiarity, their reading styles might have influenced one another, resulting in some increase in marking agreement. There were only three readers, and there was no way to independently assess the spike marking skills of the readers. Their results on the record set, although generally distinguishable, were reasonably similar. Additional readers with diverse backgrounds in clinical neurophysiology would provide a better estimate of the range of differences and typical performance results of skilled human readers.
Conclusions
The average level of pairwise spike marking sensitivity of skilled human EEG readers on this record set, about 45%, was consistent with but somewhat lower than most prior reports. This is likely due to the less highly selected nature of the test EEG data. The Persyst 13 spike detection algorithm performance was statistically noninferior to the skilled human readers evaluated here, whereas the prior Persyst 11 Reveal and Persyst 12 algorithms were inferior. We believe this is the first time that such rigorous test criteria have been applied to automated spike detection algorithms, and that a spike detection algorithm has now been shown to pass a type of statistical Turing test demonstrating that the algorithm is noninferior to the humans that marked this data set. The algorithm assessment method described here appears to be generally applicable to the type of problem in which the performance of skilled humans is recognized as the desired standard but for which no clear external gold standard exists.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1: Hypothetical spike marking by three skilled readers with differing marking styles of a 10s segment of simulated left temporal EEG containing a few sharp transients of varying prominence. The table shows the information leading to the six calculated pairwise sensitivity and false positive rate outputs for this particular example page. In practice these numbers are generated for the entire EEG rather than a single page. False positve rate versus sensitivity for P13 algorithm using consensus spike set markings as reference standard 
